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Signify’s mission:
to unlock the extraordinary potential of light
for brighter lives and a better world

Lead in LiFi: providing the
world’s most advanced
connectivity solution
Light has become a new intelligent
language more essential everyday
Light connects and conveys a meaning
It is our signature
We are the Leader in Lighting
We are Signify
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Security
Guaranteed BW
Improved QoS
Ease of installation

Uses cases/ addressable market (1/2):
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•
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Security
Guaranteed BW
Low latency
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Work stations

Network to robots

Meeting room
High ceiling

Workplace

RF hostile environments
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Guest waiting area

Machine to machine

(fast) moving objects

Lifi innovation roadmap

20 Mbit/s

g.vlc Standard
250 Mbit/s

Faster

Faster & Denser

20 Gbit/s/m2

VCSEL
2018

2019

Customer and Market demand
- Faster
- Denser, Better QoS performance
- Smaller (integrate into smart phone)
- Price

2021

Steerable Laser
2023

To maintain pace of innovation we need
- From LED → VCSELs → Laser
- From wide angle → sectorized emitters →
steerable pencil beams

What drives TeleCom?
More bit/s/Hz/m2, more
users

More bit/s, multi-gigabit
wireless

FAST

X

DENSE

Consistent Trend : Denser Reuse, Smaller Cells
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Q: Doesn’t 5G solve this all?
A: 5G needs to go to costly power-hungry
extremes, for what optical can do easily

Why does photonics and lighting have?
• Massive MIMO: many antenna’s
• Ultra dense cells: ceiling grid and street poles
• mmWave and Light

The Potential Speed of LiFi

But limits our LiFi
speeds?
• The OWC spectrum is 2,600 time larger than the entire
radio spectrum

- The wavelength emission
color spectrum?

• One VLC LED link uses as much as 1000 times the
entire radio spectrum for just one user @ 30 Mbit/s,
wastefully, at an efficiency of only 0,000 000 1 bit/s/Hz

- The rate at which we can
modulate the intensity of the
light (how fast LEDs can blink)

The Non-Problem

The speed of LiFi
There is a fundamental limit to the maximum
achievable rate. It if the famous Shannon Capacity C

Bit Rate

𝑃
𝐶 = 𝐵𝑊 log 1 +
𝐵𝑊 𝑁0

•
•

The OWC spectrum is 2,600 time larger than the entire
radio spectrum [HH]
One VLC link uses to 1000 time the entire radio
spectrum at an efficiency of 0,000 000 1 bit/s/Hz [JPL]

Band Width
What if band width BW is for free?

The available spectrum in the optical bands (Which is
“infinite”; 2600 times the RF spectrum). Then

𝑷
𝐥𝐧𝟐 𝑵𝟎
Thus, eventually it is all about boosting signal-to-noise
ratio,
Bit Rate 𝑪 →

bit rate → light on the detector / # photons per bit

Real Problem 1
LED junctions are slow
Go to Lasers

Real Problem 2

Not enough
photons
Reduce the
beam width

Link Budget Limitations

Outdoor P2P links at 10 Gbit/s
uses narrow laser beam (Lightpointe)

LiFi Emitter

Fiber Comms: Use only
10 Photons per bits

𝑃
𝐶 →
ln2 𝑁0

Effective Area
Bit rate ~
Covered Area

Effective Area
(Optical Opening in Dongle)

Covered Area
(Room)

FireFly: High Bit Rates due
to narrow beams

Narrowbeam Lasers help on many aspects

Faster: Lasers can be modulated much faster
• BW LED 50 MHz → BW Laser 10,000 MHz

Lower power consumption,
• Photons go where they need to arrive

Smaller dongles, allow integration
Less power, less heat problems
• Smaller optical opening
• Handle interference,
more users per room

Handover made easier

get bit rate
above a
Gigabit/sec
Support many
users
simultaneously
get LiFI into
any
smartphone

Photonic Integration to
enable LiFi innovation
Narrower beams as leading

GaAs / Si
0.1 Gb/s

GaAs / Si / InP
1Gb/s

InP
10Gb/s

innovation theme:
•

Higher bitrates (more power at
the receiver)

•

more users per room by

reduction of interference
•

Size and power reduction

•

Integration into the smartphone

Photonic Integration is a must:
-

To enable narrow beams

-

Cost reduction

-

Size reduction (e.g. in mobile

phones)
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Single wide beam
Communication
IR-LED based
Si-detector
Discrete optics
Non-integrated

Multi beam 10-100
VCSEL array 800-1000nm
Integrated array driver
Multi segment
Si-based integrated photonic IC
Module level integration of optics

Steerable narrow beam
1300-1500nm
Module Integrated array driver
Multi segment
InP-based segmented detector
integrated photonic IC
Module level integration of optics

VCSEL array
• Array of individually
addressable VCSELs of
the same wavelength
• Optics to give all VCSEL
elements its own cell
footprint with adequate
SNR
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draft proposal

Example of technological developments : How to steer photon beams?

2D gratings
• Widely tunable 1550 nm laser needed,
Cost 1000E, but may be cheaper if we do
not need highly accurate stable tuning
• 2D gratings, with rigid construction
• Steering and tracking solution requires
calibration and radio uplink, innovation
needed for easy installation, auto
calibration, auto-tracking
Ton Koonen, TU/e, et al.

Optical Phased Arrays

Optical Phased Array
• Distance between emitters is very
large wrt wavelength, sides lobe
pattern is harder to control
• Multiple emission directions
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draft proposal

Example of technological developments : How to steer photon beams?

VCSEL / laser over Fiber
• Array of individually addressable VCSEL (16 or 256) each of
different wavelength
• Optical MUX DEMUX
• Optical fiber in the ceiling

MEMS MicroMIrror
• Can steer over a few degrees only, but angle can be extended by
optics
• Commercially available, Cost unknown
• Unknown whether Mirror MEMS can be integrated with optics

MicroWetting
• research dormant

Optical Wireless Communication (OWC) as driver for Photonic Integration Ecosystem

OWC as a mass market
30 Billion light points
4 Billion WiFi ICs are sold per year.
But WiFi bands are congesting →
denser reuse is needed → optical
beams
LiFi in Smartphones:
leverage wide use of VCSELs

1 B Smartphones have fast
photonics on board: VCSEL 3D
imaging

But is it realistic to have a
steerable laser beam in
your home that carries
gigibits per second?

OWC connectivity can as cheap as the CD optical pickup-head
Inspiration for mature optical modules in the consumer massmarket:
the optical pick-up of a DVD player offers high speed data transfer
but also highly accurate positioning and tracking of the lasers
beam.
In fact, for Blu-ray discs, 1X speed equals 36 Mbit/s, while Blu-ray
readers can run at 16X speed, thus transferring almost a net
gigabit/s using fully commoditized, miniaturized, ultra-low cost,
system-integrated optical laser engines, their signal processing and
random-access and tracking control.

Optical Wireless Communication (OWC) as driver for Photonic Integration Ecosystem
Strengthen the Technology Base
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